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1 
This invention relates to suction cleaners of the 

tank type, and more particularly to a runner and 
bracket assembly for slidably supporting the tank 
of the cleaner on a surface. _ 
Tank type suction cleaners, to which this in 

vention relates, conventionally include a motor 
or other suction-creating means and a suitable 
dust separator within a tank. This tank is con 
nected through a ?exible hose to an appropriate 
cleaning nozzle. For convenience in operation, 
‘it is desirable for the operator to ‘be able to move 
the tank from one position to another by merely 
pulling on the ?exible hose. Thus, a convenient 
supporting structure is required for the tank‘ 
which will permit it to be readily ‘moved over a 
surface. ' I ‘ , ‘ 

It is, therefore, a primary object of my inven 
tion tovprovide a runner assembly which will sup 
port the tank itself in a stable position but of 
contact with the surface upon which the cleaner 
is to rest, and which will permit the tank to be 
readily moved. 
A further object of my invention is to provide 

such, a runner assembly which is economical to 
manufacture and assemble and‘ readily attach 
able to a tank of a suction cleaner. ' 

It is also an object of my invention to construct 
a tank supporting runner a'nd‘bracket assembly 
presenting smooth exposed surfaces. 
In accomplishment of the foregoing objec 

tive, a feature of my invention consists in slid 
ably supporting a cleaner tank on a pair of run 
ners having a substantially 'C-shaped' 'cross sec 
tion with the open face ‘of each runner facing in 
wardly so that the exposed or outer surfaces are 
smooth. Another feature of my invention con 
sists in the use of improved-bracket members at 
tachable to the under surface of the'tank and 
which have end portions quickly connected to 
the runners by relative rotation of approximately 
90 degrees between bracket and runner. 
The features. of my invention which I believe 

to be novel are set forth with particularity in the 
appended claims. My invention itself, however, 
both as to its organization and use, together with 
further objects and advantages thereof, may best 
be understood by reference to the following de 
scription taken in connection with the accom 
panying drawing, in which Fig. 1 is a front ele 
vation of a tank type suction cleaner embodying 

'_ my invention; Fig. 2 is an end elevation of the 
device shown by Fig. 1 with one of the runners 
shown in cross section; Fig. 3 is a perspective 
view of my improved runner and bracket assem 
bly; and Fig. 4 illustrates a' portion of the runner 
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with part of its surface cut away to illustrate the - 
method of attaching a bracket end to a runner. 
Referring to the drawing, in Figs. 1 and 2 I have 

shown a tank. I of a suction cleaner. This tank 
serves as an enclosure and mounting means for 
a motor or other suction-creating device and‘ a 
dust separator toaccumulate thev dust anddirt 
picked up in the. cleaning operation. ' Tank lhas 
a suction opening into which a ?exible hose 2 is 
inserted, hose 2 leading to a cleaning tool (not 
shown). A handle 3 is provided on- the top of 
tank I so that the cleaner may bereadilymoved 
from place to place, such as between. rooms. 
However, during normal cleaning operations ‘with. 
in a given area, it is inconvenient. to pick up tank 
I by means of handle 3 for short movements of 
the cleaner. ‘For this reason, I-?nd it desirable 
to mount tank I on runners which are slidable 
over a surface. This permits the user of this ap 
pliance tovmove the tank from placeto place by 
merely pulling on suction hose 2. _ 
As clearly shown by Fig. 2, tank, I is supported 

above a surface on a pair of runners 4 and .5. 
These runners present a substantially ?at outer - 
surface and the edges are rolled inwardly so that 
a completely formedrunner member has a sub 
stantially C-shaped cross section. Thus, the ex 
posed runner edges present a‘ smooth surface 
which will not catch or drag as the tank is moved 
about from place to place. As shown by Fig. 3, 
the end portions of each runner are sloped up 
wardly from the bottom edge, as at 6 and ‘i, ‘so 
that the tank may be moved readily in either 
direction‘ and any irregularity or unevenness on 
the surface upon which the device is restingwi11 
not interfere with movement. ' ’ ‘ ’ ' ‘ 

Runners 4 and 5 are attached to tank I, by 
means of supporting brackets 8 and 9. The in 
termediate portion of each bracket is shaped to 
conform substantially with the-under surface" of 
tank '1. Each bracket is also provided with a pair 
of apertures l0 and H through which fastening 
devices [2 and I3 extend for attaching the bracket 
members to the tank. Obviously, any suitable 
fastening may be used between the brackets and 
the tank. ' ' 

r The end portions of each bracket are preformed 
so that the bracket may be attached to the-run 
nersnby a simple rotational movement of each 
bracket with respect to the runners. As shown 
by Fig. 3, each end of the ?at metal strip forming 
a bracket is bent downwardly to ‘form a foot‘ l5 
so that the tank will be supported in spaced rela 
tion with respect to the surface upon whichthe 
device rests. However, a part of the'strip near 
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each end is out to permit an ear I4 to extend up 
wardly. The upper extremity of upstanding ear 
II and the lower extremity of foot I5 are so di 
mensioned as to be substantially equal to the in 
side dimension of a runner. However, the lat 
eral width of the strip forming each bracket is 
slightly less than the distance between the rolled 
over edges‘of a runner. This construction per~ 
mits the end portion of the bracket formed by ear 
I4 and. foot I5 to be inserted into the open face 
of the C-shaped runner by rotating the bracket 
member approximately 90 degrees from the posi 
tion shown in Fig. 3. Then by rotation back to 
its initial position, as shown by the arrow in Fig. 
4, the outer extremities of ear I4 and foot I5 on 
the end of each bracket member are engaged 
within the rolled-over edges of the runner with 
a tight ?t. - 

To facilitate the rotation to bring the end of 
the bracket into engagement inside of the 
C-shaped runner, ‘ a corner I8 of foot I5 is 
rounded; and likewise a corner I? of ear I4 is 
rounded. Then to maintain the bracket in its 
?nal assembled relation in the runner, a notch 
I8 is cut from each of the foot portions I5. 'By 
use of a prick punch the runner may be dimpled 
into this notch to prevent both rotational move 
ment of ‘the bracket with’ respect to the runner 
and also longitudinal displacement. 

V The manufacture and assembly of my improved 
runner and bracket assembly is greatly facilitated. 
The runners and the brackets for this construc 
tion may be prefabricatedvand‘preformed to their 
?nal shape by mass production methods. At the 
time of assembly,.the brackets are positioned so 
that the runners may be placed over the bracket 
end portions. Then, while they runners are held 
stationary, the brackets are rotated approxi 
mately 90 degrees into locking and engaging re 
lation with the runners. This entire operation 
can be readily adapted to automatic or semi 
automatic performance by machine because of the 
simplicity of the components. By ‘the dimpling 

b of each runner'at each of_ the notches I8, the 
runners and brackets may be more rigidly con 
nected together. Finally, the runner and bracket 
assembly is attached to tank I by means such as 

y the fastening devices 'I 2 and I 3. 
From the foregoing, it-is seen that I have pro 

vided a mounting and supporting structure for 
the tank of a suction cleaner permitting it to be 
slidably moved over a surface. My runner and 
bracket assembly results in increased stability for 
the tank, while at the same time presenting a 
smooth outer surface. This is especially true 
when the runner members are made from a chro 
mium plated sheet metal. v This assembly also 
results in greater economy of manufacture and 
assembly since the component parts may be pre 
fabricated in their ?nal form by mass produc 
tion methods, while permitting the bracket mem 
bers to be readily attached‘ to the runners and 
then the entire assembly to be secured to the tank 
of the cleaner. 
While the present invention has been described 

by reference to a particular embodiment thereof, 
it will be understood that numerous modi?cations 
may be made by those skilled in the art without 
actually departing from the invention. I, there 
fore, aim-in the appended claims to cover all such 
equivalent variations as come within the true 

7 spirit and scope of the foregoing disclosure. 
What I claim as new and desire to secure by 

Letters Patent of the United States is: 
1. Means for slidably supporting the tank of a 
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4 
suction cleaner or the like on a surface, compris 
ing a pair of longitudinally extending runners, 
each runner having an outer exposed face and 
inwardly rolled top and bottom edges forming a 
substantially C-shaped transverse cross-section 
of each runner, with the open sides of the C’s 
facing each other when said runners are in place, 
a pair of bracket members attached to the tank 
and extending transversely of said tank between 
said runners, each of said bracket members com 
prising an intermediate portion shaped to con 
form to the underside surface of the tank and 
adapted to be secured thereto when in assembled 
position, normally downwardly turned ends on 
each bracket with an upstanding ear on each said 
end, the distance as measured from the extremity 
of the downwardly turned end to the tip of the 
upstanding ear being substantially equal to the 
inside maximum dimension within the rolled 
portions of said runner, said bracket ends and 
ears being ?rst inserted within the open sides of 
said runners at a 90-degree rotation from normal 
assembled position about the bracket longitudinal 
axis, and said brackets being secured to said run 
ners entirely by engagement of said end portions 
and said ears within said C-shaped section upon 
rotation of said brackets back to normal as 
sembled position with respect to the inner open 
sides of said runners. ‘ 

2. In a suction cleaner or the like having a 
tank, ,a runner assembly for slidably supporting 
the tank on a surface comprising a pair of longi 
tudinally extending runner members each having 
an exposed outer closed face and an open inner 
face and rolled top and bottom edges to form 

' a substantially C-shaped runner cross section, a 
pluralityof transversely extending bracket mem 
bers adapted tobe attached to the underside sur 
face of the tank, each bracket member having end 
portions comprising a downwardly bent portion 
and an upwardly extending ear, the distance as 
measured from ‘the tip of the downwardly ex 
tending end portion to the upper edge of the car 
being substantially equal to the, inside maximum 
dimension within the rolled portions of said run 
ner, each bracket end being inserted into the 
open face of a runner and the bracket member 
being rotatable substantially 90 degrees with re- . 
spect to said runner to permit said end and ear 
to engage the inside surfaces of the rolled edges 
of a runner, whereby the attachment of said 
bracket members to said tank will hold said 
bracket members in engagement with said run 
ners. ' ' 

3. In a suction cleaner or the like of the type 
having a tank, means for slidably supporting the 
tank on‘a surface, said means comprising a pair 
of longitudinally extending runners, each runner 
having an exposed outer face and an open inner 
face with rolled top and bottom edges forming a 
runner substantially C-shaped in cross section, 
and bracket members transversely attached to 
said tank with end portions engaged with said 
runners, each of said bracket members compris 
ing a strip having less width than the distance 
between the rolled top and bottom edges on the 
open face of said runners, said strip having an 
intermediate ‘portion attached to the underside of 
said tank, normally downwardly turned end por 
tions on said strip each having a normally up, 
wardly extending ear, the distance as measured 
from the lower extremity of the strip to the upper 
edge of the ear being substantially equal to the 
inside maximum dimension within the rolled por 
tions of said runner, whereby the runners are at 
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tached to the brackets solely by the engagement 
of ‘the downwardly turned end portion and up 
wardly extending ear with the inside ‘rolled por-V 
tions of said runners. ‘ 

4'. A runner assembly for the tank of a suction ' 
cleaner or the like comprising a pair of longi 
tudinally extending runners for slidably support 
ing the tank on a surface, each runner having a 
substantially c-shaped transverse cross section 
with the open face of each runner facing the 
other when in assembled position with relation 
to the tank, a pair of brackets adapted to be se 
cured transversely to said tank and extending 
between said runners, the end of each‘ bracket 
comprising upwardly and downwardly extending’ 
portions, the distance from the extremities of 
these portions being substantially equal to the 
inside maximum dimension within the rolled por 
tions of a runner, the end of each bracket being 
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?rst engaged with said runner and secured 
thereto entirely by engagement of said bracket 
end with said runner by rotation of said bracket 
in a given direction with respect to the runner, 
the ‘securing of said brackets to the tank ?xing 
said brackets with respect to the runners. 
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